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Yamada Nagamasa is famous historical person of 17th century who went to Siam and got high
rank's o庁icial of Siamese court. From old times until today, so many books have been written about
him and sometimes Yamada's image were "made" in order that it can play a role politically and so on.
For the負st time, between 1888 and 1900, Yamada's image was "made" as if he got bigger political
power in Siamese court than real, for example, he governed Siam instead of Siamese king. This image
making was inauenced by Nationalism, Asianism and Southern-advance in Japan of that time. In
order to solve the problem of western colonial threat to the nation's independence, Japan struggled to
氏nd ways: Asianism, Southern-advance... and so on･ The important Yamada's image's role during this
time is the role as the model(good example) who practiced Asianism and Southern-advance in the
past. In order that Yamada's image could play this role, Yamada's image was "made as above-
mentioned.
Second time which Yamada's image was "made" is 1940s. On 8th December 1941, Japan began
to attack Pearl Harbor. During the Pacはc War, Japanese government made up and used the thought
"Greater East Asia co-prosper sphere" in order to justify the war and in order to rise fighting spirit of
Japanese people. Japanese government also made new Yamada's image as the hero who went to Siam
in order to make "Greater East Asia co-prosper sphere" in Siam for Japan. Even though the "Greater
East Asia co-prosper sphere" were decorated by many ideals, for example, to release Asian people
from western colonial, but it's real purpose is to invade Asian countries. So, even though the image
of Yamada of this time was plus one as a hero for Japanese people, but it still hides invasion s thought
inside.
After the World War II, in Japan the image of Yamada was never used politically, but the image
still reflected the Japan's view about Thailand. It is clear from Yamada's image during this time that
Japan's interest into Thailand changed from political one to commercial one.
On the contrary, in Thailand Yamada's image was "made" in 1970s in order to fuは11 political
purpose. Japan's economical advance to Thailand was obvious at that time and big economical deficit
from the trade with Japan made Thailand so unsatisBed that Thailand used Yamadas image who
have more political and economical power than real in order to criticize Japan's economical act in
Thailand.
The difference of Yamada's images between two countries sometimes still have invisible but big
in触ence on the relationship between Japan and Thailand, like in the case of Yamada's memorial
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